
Austin Chapter Volleyball 

General Meeting

October 3, 2018



Agenda
• Call to Order - 7:01 by Kevin Carlyle; code word for meeting start is OU Sucks

• Approval of Minutes - posted to chapter website.  Motion to approve by Christle Miersma, seconded 
by Keith Wooten, no disapprovals

• Treasurer's Report - Bonnie Caddell

• Assigning Secretary Report - Janiece Nelson

• Other Business

• New Business

• Trainer Report and Monthly Training Topics - Christle Miersma

• Meeting Adjournment 



Approval of Minutes

• Posted to the Chapter Website



Treasurer’s Report

• Checking Balance = $5931.45

• Savings Balance = $5496.03

• Total = $11,427.48

• half of scrimmage payments have been received - $5325 still outstanding

• Chapter received $1380 from AISD for scorekeeping and libero training, and that was 
dispersed to the members who provided the training 



Assigning Secretary Report

we are short officials especially on Thursday and Friday nights; we had 53 open 
slots last Thursday.  New officials are working by themselves.  Janiece has asked 
those that have dates blocked to open as much as they can.
All HS positions for the remainder of the season; several middle school matches 
are still open for self assigning.
Keep availability open and up to date for the playoff dates.
Gary Oncale asked if she can release MS self assigns for anyone is requested for 
playoffs and she said that's her standard practice.
Janiece noted we have MS playoff tournaments upcoming and will be 
reaching out to help fill those spots as needed.



Other Business

• Nominations are now open for the following positions:
o Vice-President - Roni Downey
o Recording Secretary - David Plaisance
o Assigning Secretary - Janiece Nelson
o At-Large Rep #2 - Chez Slayton

Please contact the nominations chairman – Philip Franco with your nominations. His email is pfreflife@aol.com.

o No nominations have been received.  Gary Oncale asked if any incumbents have said they're running again
and Kevin responded no.
o

mailto:pfreflife@aol.com


Other Business

Bylaws

Tentative Timeline
8/12/18 - Proposed Bylaws posted to website and members notified (Completed)

8/29/18 - Webex - Bylaws discussion - Articles I – VI (Powerpoint and recording posted to website) 9/12/18 -

Webex - Bylaws discussion - Articles VII-XIII

10/10/18 - Webex - Bylaws discussion - Any requested any changes be sent by the 11th so they could 

make the final posting.

10/14/18 - Final version of proposed Bylaws posted to website and members notified 10/31/18 -

Electronic voting begins

11/6/18 - Electronic voting ends

11/7/18 - Voting in person available beginning at 6PM



New Business

no new business



Trainer Report and Monthly Training
Rules reminders & clarifications

• Court markings - attack lines /side lines must be solid; if deficient match is played and school reported to
UIL via your game report so assigner can manage; Center line is allowed to be shadowed and solid

• Questions from members and coaches

• We do not have score caps in regular season - Rule 1.4.1
• What's the ruling when there are whistles by both officials on a play in rapid succession (double fault) - Rule

9.7.  What violation occurred first?  If it can't be determined then there's a DV.  Christle advised that the R1
should hold their awarding of the point to consult with the R2 or process what the R2 is doing.  R2's are
asked to blow their whistle loudly

• Christle described a situation where an official who worked multiple rule sets didn't allow a player to play
because they were wearing black capris rather than shorts.  NFHS allows this scenario - Rule 4.2.1 says
uniform bottom can be multiple styles but must be like colored.  Rule 11.3 allows coaches to call a time-out
and protest a rule misapplication with the R1 at teh R1 stand.  They're allowed to call a TO even if they have
no TOs left.  If the R1 reverses their decision, there is no TO charged.  Craig noted that in situations like this
the rule book can be consulted.  Stacey Myers asked what R2s should do when they're sure the R1 is making
an incorrect a ruling.  Christle said they should offer help during the match and discuss in their match report.

• Third set at 25-24 one coach calls a third timeout that isn't whistled.  After point is played the other coach
wants the other team charged a point.  Rule 11.2 and case book page 42, situation D covers this is an
adminstrative delay to be noted after the point is played.  The R1 didn't let the delay happen which was
correct.  David Martin noted that if the team calling the third timeout already had a delay warning in the set
that the result would be a delay penalty which would have ended the set.

• Recent Scenarios



Closing Remarks and Adjournment
Libero gets injured and a new libero is designated.  This is legal.  The libero can be re-designated at any time.  The injured player cannot 
play in the set.  The re-designated libero may only serve in the spot where the libero previously served.  The new libero can wear the old 
libero's number (per the case book), but it's preferable she keep her same number if it's contrasting.

Middle school team arrives with illegal uniforms (no numbers on the front).  Answer is yes, but they are penalized a point at the beginning 
of the match (Rule 4.2 penalty three) and state association is notified.  Christle advocated that we should overlook this for middle school 
matches played at the beginning of the season.

Server tosses the ball and R1 says this is a violation.  This is legal.  Rule 8.1.5 allows for a re-serve once per their term of service.  Call is illegal 
hit.  A second player who subs for the server also gets a chance to reserve.

When does the R2 call out of rotation?  At moment of contact or when the ball crosses the net?  At point of contact.

Denise asked when we default schools for being late to a tournament; tournament administrator will be responsible for that.  For regular 
matches we simply wait for the team to show up.  Case book 1.7.4 describes the scenario.  Despite that we normally wait for teams to 
arrive if we know they're held up in traffic.  Much discussion followed.

David Martin noted his observation that many of us aren't enforcing the late lineup rule and much discussion followed.
Meeting adjourned at 8:25 with Denise Neale motioning and Daniel Jackson seconding.  Key word for callers is "It's 2AM".




